
The Ultimate Total War Troy Guide: Resources
Types, The Way To Collect And Bonuses
Are you ready to conquer ancient Greece and stake your claim as a legendary
hero in Total War Troy? This strategy game by Creative Assembly takes you back
to the Bronze Age, where you will lead your armies, build cities, forge alliances,
and unleash your power upon the world. But before you can rise to greatness,
you must understand the crucial aspects of the game that will determine your
success: resources.

Understanding Resources:

In Total War Troy, there are five primary resources that play a vital role in your
conquest: food, wood, stone, bronze, and gold. Each resource type serves a
specific purpose and contributes to different aspects of your empire's growth and
development. Let's dive into each one:

1. Food:

Food is the lifeblood of your empire, sustaining your armies, population, and
growth. Without enough food, your cities will starve, and your armies will weaken.
To collect food, you need to construct special buildings, such as farms, to
produce a steady supply. Additionally, certain factions have unique food-
producing structures, so be sure to leverage those advantages.
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2. Wood:

Wood is the primary resource for constructing buildings, training troops, and
expanding your cities. To gather wood, you will need to access forests and
establish logging camps. If you are in need of a quick boost, consider trading with
other factions for their surplus wood or capturing territories rich in forests.

3. Stone:

Stone plays a crucial role in fortifications, city expansion, and advanced buildings.
To acquire stone, you'll need to establish quarries in stone-rich areas or capture
regions abundant in this precious resource. Properly managing your stone
supplies is vital for maintaining strong defenses and expanding your empire's
infrastructure.

4. Bronze:

Bronze is the backbone of your army, as it is required for recruiting and equipping
elite troops. To acquire bronze, you need to control regions with bronze mines or
establish trade agreements with factions that specialize in bronze production.
Without a steady supply of bronze, your military might will suffer, so monitor your
stockpile carefully.

5. Gold:

Gold represents the wealth and prosperity of your empire. It is essential for
diplomacy, research, and recruiting powerful heroes. To acquire gold, you can
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build mines in gold-rich regions or establish trade routes with factions that have
access to this valuable resource. A well-managed gold supply will give you the
financial means to support your ambitions and secure influential alliances.

Collecting Resources:

Now that we understand the importance of each resource, let's explore the
various ways to collect them:

1. Construct Resource Buildings:

Building specialized structures, such as farms, logging camps, quarries, and
mines, is the most direct way to gather resources. Strategically plan the
placement of these buildings to ensure optimal production and efficiency.
Upgrading them will also increase their yield, so invest in their development as
your empire grows.

2. Trade Routes and Diplomacy:

Establishing trade routes and securing diplomatic agreements with other factions
can provide a steady supply of resources. Offer excess resources you possess in
exchange for the ones you need most. Maintain favorable relations with factions
that specialize in different resources to secure long-term trade partnerships.

3. Capturing Territories:

Expansion through conquest is another effective method of acquiring resources.
Capture regions that are rich in the resources you require to sustain your empire.
However, be aware of the potential challenges and conflicts this may bring, as
other factions may have their eyes on those territories as well.

Resource Bonuses:



As you progress in Total War Troy, you will encounter various bonuses that can
significantly impact your resource production and management:

1. Faction-specific Bonuses:

Each faction in the game comes with unique bonuses that directly influence
resource generation. Some factions may have advantages in food production,
while others excel in bronze or gold. Be mindful of these faction-specific bonuses
when choosing your playable faction and tailor your strategy accordingly.

2. Technologies and Research:

Advancing your technological capabilities through research unlocks powerful
bonuses and improvements. Pay close attention to technologies related to
resource generation and resource management. These upgrades can greatly
enhance your empire's productivity and resource availability.

3. Hero Abilities:

Heroes play a significant role in Total War Troy, and their unique abilities can
greatly impact your resource collection. Some heroes possess skills that boost
resource production, decrease upkeep costs, or improve trade relations. Utilize
these abilities wisely to gain a competitive edge in managing your resources.

:

In Total War Troy, resources are the backbone of your empire's success.
Understanding their types, collecting them through various means, and
leveraging resource bonuses will give you the edge you need to dominate the
ancient world. So, assemble your armies, forge alliances, and embark on your
epic journey towards greatness!
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